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Thoughtful Play

HELLO AND WELCOME TO THOUGHTFUL PLAY!

KINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM

SAMPLE 

We’re so excited and honored to share with you a sample of our kindergarten curriculum! 

Our passion is empowering families to feel successful in teaching their own children at home and
the Thoughtful Play curriculum is designed with you, the parent, in mind. We aim to support you
each step of the way. This includes detailed background information on what you’re teaching,
how to sequence and teach the skills and concepts through play, and how to overcome children's
challenges in learning the content. 

As former teachers, we've had tremendous success both teaching children and guiding teachers.
Through our studies and experiences we've developed a wealth of expertise in the field of
education, and our goal is to share this with you!  We also know there's some differences when it
comes to teaching your own children. We've been homeschooling our kindergartners for the past
year and have applied our first-hand experiences directly to the lessons we've created! 

Our play-based approach to kindergarten supports your child in retaining what they learn and
engaging more readily with the daily lessons. You’ll find the activities and games reduce
resistance, foster a more relaxed, joyful learning environment, and instill a love of learning in your
child. 

We’re here to be of support! Feel free to reach out with any questions you may have. Our number
one priority is ensuring you have a successful kindergarten experience with your child. 

Play On, 
Hollie & Katie

Hollie Young                                     
Ph.D, Curriculum & Instruction  

Katie Eichman         
M.Ed, School Leadership

LANGUAGE ARTS
 



Thoughtful Play

Word Play: These activities provide explicit instruction in phonics and word work. This is where
children learn and practice the mechanics of reading, understanding the rules and exceptions to how
sounds fit together, and develop confidence blending and reading words and sentences. Adaptations
and extensions are provided to support your child as they begin to work with a new skill. 

Writing Play: Each day your child is encouraged to practice letter formation, spelling, or writing in a
purposeful and organic way. The tasks are designed to feel integral to the play, game, or lesson,
thereby offering high-interest reasons to practice their writing.

Review Game: These are opportunities to review skills taught in previous lessons through games and
play. This helps reinforce the learning and provides a means to assess your child’s progress and
mastery of different skills. 

Language Arts Lessons
The lessons in the language arts curriculum are designed as play-based activities, games, riddles,
challenges, and brief discussions. This gives children an opportunity to play with skills in an approachable
and engaging way.  

Each lesson has three activities, designed to last anywhere from 5-7 minutes each. These activities do not
need to be done in order, unless stated specifically in the lesson. 

Reading Out Loud and Book Recommendations
Reading aloud to your child on a daily basis is one of the most powerful things you can do to prepare them
as readers and writers. Reading aloud fosters oral language development – a critical building block for
emerging readers. It’s also a great way to build context and background knowledge, as well as reinforce
and practice the learning you are doing each day. Read more about how to read out loud for maximum
engagement and learning. 
 

A list of recommended read alouds that support or enhance the lesson is provided each day. Access the
Complete Kindergarten Book Recommendation List. Please do not feel the need to purchase these books.
All of the texts we recommend each day are available on our Thoughtful Play YouTube channel, organized
by units and subjects. You can also access books through Epic or other digital libraries, visit your public
library, or substitute a book from your own shelves to support a topic. 

Read aloud recommendations can be read anytime - morning, meal time, afternoons, or at bedtime. It does
not need to coincide with the games or activities. Aim to read aloud at least once per day for a minimum of
15 minutes. 

Everyday Activities
Everyday activities are provided each day to use during your “in-between” moments. They are short
games to play while driving in the car, preparing meals, or cleaning up between activities. They reinforce
the skills your child is learning and require no materials or set-up.

Templates
Activity templates are provided for many lessons that you can print, if you wish. They are hyperlinked
throughout the document. Almost all templates are optional as nearly all of the lessons can be carried out
“worksheet-free.” The templates are offered simply for convenience, if desired. You may choose to use
the templates simply as a reference to create your own materials. 

Sequence of Skills
Language arts skills and topics spiral throughout the year. Once a skill is introduced, you can expect to
see it reviewed and reinforced throughout the following units. In the upcoming section, you will see a list
of skills for each unit. You can access the complete Language Arts Scope and Sequence with a brief
description for each unit and list of skills, or you can access our Thoughtful Play Language Arts Skills
Chart for the entire year. 

 

STRUCTURE OF THE THOUGHTFUL PLAY LANGUAGE ARTS LESSONS

https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_d4d89dc670054f179e56c1c3bd2ea35f.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_d4d89dc670054f179e56c1c3bd2ea35f.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFWXf1yLUMHGZCFg5nkMibQ/playlists?view=1
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_0809ba92508941b881795250eac74596.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_941437cab69341e1b0bb233dbe548452.pdf


Thoughtful Play

Recognize and name all uppercase letters of the alphabet
Produce the primary sound for each letter in the alphabet
Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, & page by page
Recognize that words are represented by specific sequences of letters
Understand that words are separated by spaces in print
Count, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words
Identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book
Create a piece of informational writing

Hide the letter each day in a new and creative place.
Pose the game as a problem and mission that needs to be solved. Bring in the dramatics “Oh no –
we’ve got to find our missing letter! I don’t know where it could have gone?!”
Get your child involved in the necessary step of activating the letter each day, as this is where
the learning happens. “Okay – to activate the letter we’ve got to trace it and say it’s sound
THREE times.”
Demonstrate saying “A, /a/, /a/, /a/, A” while you trace the three lines of the letter.
Celebrate once the letter is activated. Put the letter in a special container or hang it near the
Letter Laboratory to be used later. We will be making words with these letters shortly!

Unit 1: Letters & Sounds

Skills & Concepts: 

Activating Letters

Each day your child will be invited to “discover” hidden letters and “activate” them. Letters are
“activated” by saying the letter name, tracing the lines of the letter with your finger and saying the
sound of the letter three times, then saying the letter name again. We encourage you to bring in the
dramatics, join your child hunting for the letter, and find new and creative places for your letter to
“hide.” Follow these steps for success:

Your child may pick up some letters more quickly than others. This is normal. There may also be some
letters that your child already knows. Make a point to spend at least one dedicated day on each
letter, even if it is a review. Take your time and don’t feel pressure to move too quickly. If needed,
we recommend spending 2-3 days on each letter. 

Order of Teaching Letters and Sounds

The most common letters and sounds are introduced first. These are letters and sounds that
your child will encounter most frequently in words. The benefit of teaching high-frequency
letters first is that your child can quickly begin making and blending words with the letters
they know. 

 

Order of Letter Introduction: 
 

A, B, T, C, S, I, P, U, D, O, M, G, N, H, F, R, E, L, J, V, K, X, W, Y, Z

 

THE THOUGHTFUL PLAY APPROACH TO TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS



Note: Be careful to not add additional sounds to letters, such as /m-uh/, or /l-uh/. 

Proper Letter Sounds and Pronunciation

Take time to familiarize yourself with the proper pronunciation of each letter sound before
teaching your child. As expert readers, we often glance over the sounds that are actually
produced when we speak or read words. Take a few minutes to review the correct letter sound
in advance to support your child when they begin blending words. Watch this short video clip
on the pronunciation of each letter sound for help.

                 Adding this extra ‘uh’ sound will become problematic as they begin to make 
                 words with sounds. 

Blending Sounds

It is encouraged to play with sounds orally and model blending sounds together with your child
every day. In doing so, your child is learning to hear sounds and get comfortable with the
way they are used to make words and to make meaning. When you see a letter written like this
/s/, it means to make the ‘S’ sound. To make a blend, you would see it written like this: /s/ /a/
/t/. You would make the individual sounds of each letter in the word ‘sat.’ 

When blending a word, do it smoothly by stringing the sounds together: saaaaaat. After you blend a
word, always say the word normally: saaaaaaaat; sat. This helps your child hear how the sounds are
connected. Encourage your child to always touch each letter tile as they make the sound and then to
swipe their finger underneath the whole word when they say the final word.

Identifying Initial, Middle, & Final Sounds in Words

Being able to differentiate individual sounds in words is an important skill as your child develops their
awareness of reading and writing. Games are introduced immediately in Unit 1 that encourage you to
say a series of words orally that all begin with the same beginning or ending sound. Draw these
words out and encourage your child to identify what letter the words begin with. Use short, one-
syllable words to begin, such as cat, cup, and cop. 

THE THOUGHTFUL PLAY APPROACH TO TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS

Thoughtful Play

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLTMRSVx45E&t=36s


Approach to Assessments

Thoughtful Play assessments are performance-based, which means we provide authentic activities or
games for your child to participate in to demonstrate their knowledge and skills. Associated with
each of these assessments are checklists for you to note your child’s progress. In this way, the
assessments are both formative and summative. They are formative because you can identify areas
in which your child is emerging in their understanding, but need more practice. This will alert you to
skills in need of review. A great option is to revisit previously carried out activities and games to
support your child’s growth. The assessments can also be summative. This means you can use the
checklists to document that your child has mastered particular skills. These are great to include in
portfolios for an evaluator at the end of the school year. 

Unit 1 Assessment: Letters and Sounds
There are several concepts from Unit 1 that are foundational for children to master before moving on
to future units. These skills include identifying and naming the letters fo the alphabet as well as
recognizing and producing the primary sound of each letter. Use the Letter & Sound Assessment
checklist to document your child's progress and to assist you in knowing how to proceed. 

Your child may not have all of the letters and sounds mastered before moving on to Unit 2 and that is
okay, but they should have a grasp on the majority of letters. This will be important as they begin
building words with the letters and sounds. Just be sure to continue everyday activities to build letter
and sound recognition. 

 

 

LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENTS

Thoughtful Play

https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_dd6bc383919b4d808d9f0adfc30eb78d.pdf


ELA  ACT IV I T IES  &  MATER IALS  CHECKL IST  -  

UN I T  1 ,  WEEK  1

MATERIALSACTIVIT IES

DAY 2

DAY 4

DAY 5

 

DAY 1

DAY 3

Thoughtful Play

ACTIVATE LETTER A

DRAW VERTICAL LINES

TONGUE TWISTER

JUMPS

INDEX CARD (A)

CRAYONS

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

PAPER

TAPE

ACTIVATE LETTER B

DRAW HORIZONTAL

LINES

MUSICAL LETTER

SOUNDS

INDEX CARD (B)

CRAYONS

DEVICE TO PLAY MUSIC

ITEMS THAT BEGIN WITH

VARIOUS LETTER

SOUNDS

PAPER

TAPE

ACTIVATE LETTER T

DRAW DIAGONAL LINES

JUMP THE SOUND

INDEX CARD (T)

CRAYONS

PAPER

TAPE

ACTIVATE LETTER C

DRAW CIRCLES

FOUR CORNERS

INDEX CARD (C)

PAPER &TAPE/SIDEWALK

CHALK

CRAYONS

ACTIVATE LETTER S

DRAW SQUARES

LETTER TAG

INDEX CARDS (S)

CRAYONS

PAPER

TAPE



LEARNING TIP: When “activating” letters, always say the letter name, then the sound three
times, then the letter name again to reinforce the idea that letters are symbols for sounds.

 

Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw vertical lines.
Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control. 
Ideas for drawing include walls to a house, bars to a cage, or tally marks for a game.

Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Vertical Lines
1.
2.
3.

 

 Prep Ahead: Tape 6-8 circles or squares on the floor.
 Today let’s listen and jump every time we hear a word in a sentence! I’m going to say a silly
sentence or tongue twister. Let’s see if you can jump to a circle or square every time you hear a
new word in the sentence.
 Try These:

Betty better butter Brad’s bread (5 jumps)  
Penny’s pretty pink piggy bank (5 jumps)
My mommy makes me muffins on Mondays (7 jumps)
Twelve twins twirled twelve twigs (5 jumps)

Materials: Circles or squares cut from construction paper, painter’s tape

Activity: Tongue Twister Jumps
1.
2.

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Prep Ahead: Write the letter A on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
Help! There is a letter on the loose! Explain to your child that we need to find the missing
letter and activate it so that we can use its sound. Hunt with your child to find the missing
letter and celebrate once you find it.
To activate the sound, we need to push down on each of the lines in the letter while we say
the sound it makes. Demonstrate by saying the letter name A, then tracing the shape of the
letter A with your finger while you say the /a/ sound three times. Finally, say the letter name
again.
Letter A is activated! Hang it at eye level on a “Letter Wall.” Have your child repeat this
process 3 times over the course of the day.
If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day. Visit the Unit 1
Resources folder for a list of additional activities and games to review letters and letter
sounds.

Materials: Letter A written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter A
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

 

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 1 

W O R D  P L A Y   

W R I T I N G  P L A Y   

R E V I E W  G A M E   

 Letter A & /a/ Sound, Drawing Vertical Lines, and Words in Sentences

https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_7b2c22cf5e0848a986d6971e459504db.pdf


LEARNING TIP: Spend about 3 minutes activating the letters by naming the letters
and their sounds. Try to do this 2-3 times a day.

 

Letter B & /b/ Sound, Words Are Made of Sounds, and Horizontal Lines

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 2 

Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw horizontal lines.
Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control. 
Ideas for drawing include ladders, Tic-Tac-Toe grids, or train tracks.
Extend by forming letters that require vertical and horizontal lines (e.g., E, F, H, I, L, T). Refer
to the Letter Formation Guide for support. 

Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Horizontal Lines
1.
2.
3.
4.

 

 A spin on musical chairs. Play your favorite Phonics Song from our Thoughtful Play YouTube or
Spotify Playlists and call out a letter name (e.g., B).
While the music is playing, your child is searching for items in the house that begin with the /b/
sound.
When the music stops, they have to run and touch the item that makes the /b/ sound.
Play multiple rounds to see how many items you can find (ball, box, butter, baby, bed, back,
bat). Add in other letter sounds!

Materials: Device to play music, items that begin with various letter sounds

Activity: Musical Letter Sounds
1.

2.

3.
4.

*Tip: Do a quick scan of your space to make items that start with the various letter sounds readily
visible.

Prep Ahead: Write the letter B on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
Once you find letter B, you need to activate it! Say the letter name, then trace the letter
while you say the sound three times, then say the letter name again ( e.g., B, /b/, /b/, /b/,
B). 
Add B to your “Letter Wall.” While you are at the letter wall, activate the letter A by saying
and tracing it, saying the sound 3 times, and saying the letter A again.
If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day. Visit the Unit 1
Resources folder for a list of additional activities and games to review letters and letter
sounds.

Materials: Letter B written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter B
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

 

W O R D  P L A Y   

W R I T I N G  P L A Y   

R E V I E W  G A M E   

https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_a6c8e4810dce4ca5a176235183dd327b.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLw5x2qR06f19_CMvyH7iA_WN6dtY4I43q
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2GvIw9LuMcbaBBElLNRqjO
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_7b2c22cf5e0848a986d6971e459504db.pdf


LEARNING TIP: Feel free to do activities back-to-back or separate them throughout
the day. Consider introducing the idea of taking turns choosing activities and use the
Language Arts activities when it’s your turn.

 

Letter T & /t/ Sound, Words Are Made of Sounds, and Diagonal Lines

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 3 

W O R D  P L A Y   

Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw vertical lines.
Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control. 
Ideas for drawing include mountains, slides and ramps for trucks.
Extend by forming letters that require diagonal lines (e.g., A, K, M, N, V, W, X, Y, Z). Refer to
the Letter Formation Guide for support. 

Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Diagonal Lines
1.
2.
3.
4.

 

Say several sentences and have your child listen closely for the /t/ sound.
Whenever they hear the /t/ sound, have them jump in the air (or run to touch an object and 

 Timmy was two years old.                  c. Ten trees stand tall.
 Turtles take lots of time to nap.         d. Time to take out the trash

Tip: Enunciate the /t/ sound each time you say it. If your child needs help recognizing it, draw
it out by saying “t-t-t-ten t-t-t-trees...” Encourage your child to come up with additional
sentences. 

Materials: N/A

Activity: Jump the Sound
1.
2.

       run back). Try these:
a.
b.

   3. Practice with different letter sounds. 

Prep Ahead: Write the letter T on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house. 
Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
Once you find the Letter T, you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter
while you say the sound 3 times, then say the letter name again (T, /t/, /t/, /t/ T). Have
your child do the same. 
Add T to your Letter Wall. Activate the letter A and B by saying and tracing them three
times each.
Extend by making words with the newly activated letters: A, B, and T (e.g., AT, BAT, TAB).
Encourage your child to point to each letter as they make the sound, then string the new
word together (/b/, /a-a-a/, /t/ - bat). Using smooth blending, where they elongate the
sounds, will help them better hear the word.

Materials: Letter T written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter T
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

 
W R I T I N G  P L A Y   

R E V I E W  G A M E   

https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_a6c8e4810dce4ca5a176235183dd327b.pdf


LEARNING TIP: Drawing out the first sound in a word helps train your child’s ear at
hearing sounds and playing with sounds - a critical component as we begin blending
sounds together to make words.

 

Letter C & /c/ Sound, Review of Letters and Sounds, and Draw Circles

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 4 

W O R D  P L A Y   

Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw circles and semi-circles.
Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control. 
Ideas for drawing include faces, wheels, or rainbows. 
Extend by forming letters that require circles or semi-circles (e.g., B, C, D, G, J, O, P, Q, R, U).
You can find directions on how to guide individual letter formation in the Unit 1 Resources
document.

Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Circles & Semi-Circles
1.
2.
3.
4.

 

Prep Ahead: Write the letters A, B, C, T on separate sheets of paper. Hang the letters in the
four corners of a room. You could also draw a large square outdoors with chalk and put a letter
in each corner. 
One player stands in the middle of the room, closes their eyes and counts to 10 while the other
players quietly choose a corner. 
When the counter gets to 10 they call out a letter name (or sound) with their eyes closed.
Anyone who is standing in that corner is out (or say “better luck next time”). 
The last person still in the game becomes the new counter or you can take turns as the counter
after each round. 
If playing with one child, switch roles whenever someone is “caught” in a corner. See how long
you can go before getting caught!

Materials: Paper, tape, sidewalk chalk (if playing outside)

Activity: Four Corners
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Prep Ahead: Write the letter C on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house. 
Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house
Once you find the Letter C you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter while
you say the sound three times, then name the letter again (C, /k/, /k/, /k/ C). 
Add the letter C to your Letter Wall. Activate the other letters on the letter wall by saying and
tracing them three times each.
Extend by making words with the newly activated letters: A, B, T, and C (e.g., AT, CAB, BAT,
TAB, ACT). Encourage your child to point to each letter as they make the sound, then string the
new word together (/b/, /a-a-a/, /t/ - bat). Using smooth blending, where they elongate the
sounds, will help them better hear the word.

Materials: Letter C written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter C
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

 

W R I T I N G  P L A Y   

R E V I E W  G A M E   



LEARNING TIP: Keep lessons short and playful! This will signal to your child that
reading and making sense of letters and sounds is joyful and fun and will in turn foster
a love of reading.

 

Letter S & /s/ Sound, Review of Letters and Sounds, and Draw Squares

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 5 

W O R D  P L A Y   

Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw squares.
Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control. 
Ideas for drawing include houses, robots, or presents. 
Extend by forming letters in your child’s name. 

Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Squares
1.
2.
3.
4.

 

Play tag with the letter cards. Each player holds a letter card while you play. 
The “tagger” chases the other players and makes the sound of the letter they are holding while
running around. When a new person is tagged, they become the tagger and chase others
around making the sound of the card they are holding. 
To provide extra support for a letter that your child is struggling with, use just one letter. 
The letter passes to the next tagger when someone becomes “It.”

Materials: Letter cards A, B, C, T, S

Activity: Letter Tag
1.
2.

3.
4.

Prep Ahead: Write the letter S on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
Once you find the Letter S, you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter
while you say the sound three times, then name the letter again (S, /s/, /s/, /s/ S). 
Add your new letter to your Letter Wall – activate the other letters by saying and tracing
them three times each – then add in S. 
It is common for children to struggle pronouncing the /s/ sound. Encourage your child to
smile when they make the /s/ sound to hear the difference between /s/ and /f/. 
Extend by making words with the newly activated letters: A, B, T, C, and S (e.g., AT, CAB,
BAT, TAB, ACT, SAT, BATS, CATS). Encourage your child to point to each letter as they
make the sound, then string the new word together (/b/, /a-a-a/, /t/ - bat). Using smooth
blending, where they elongate the sounds, will help them better hear the word.

Materials: Letter S written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter S
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

W R I T I N G  P L A Y   

R E V I E W  G A M E   



ELA  ACT IV I T IES  &  MATER IALS  CHECKL IST  -  

UN I T  2 ,  WEEK  2

MATERIALSACTIVIT IES

DAY 2

DAY 4

DAY 5

 

DAY 1

DAY 3

Thoughtful Play

WHO LIVES HERE?

WELCOME TO THE

FAMILY

HIDE & SEEK LETTERS

PAPER/WHO LIVES HERE?

TEMPLATE

PENCIL/MARKERS

INDEX CARDS/LETTER

CARDS

BUILDING WORDS

CODEBOOK

CARNIVAL CUPS

INDEX CARDS/LETTER

CARDS 

PAPER/PENCIL

CODEBOOK

3 PAPER CUPS

SMALL TOKEN

OPTIONAL: CONSTRUCTION

VEHICLES

TURN ON THE WORD

FIND THE FAMILY

LETTER MEMORY

INDEX CARDS/LETTER

CARDS 

PLAYDOUGH

PENCIL/MARKER

8-10 INDEX CARDS

JUMP-SLIDE-JUMP

WORD FAMILY

WRITING

LETTER BALLOONS

INDEX CARDS/LETTER

CARDS 

PAPER

PENCIL/MARKER

3-5 BALLOONS

WORD RIDDLES

QUESTION OF THE

DAY

BEGINNING SOUND

SLAP

INDEX CARDS/LETTER

CARDS (F, R, L,  V)

PAPER/DRY ERASE

BOARD/CHALKBOARD

WRITING UTENSIL 

https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_0f0f32c1be9a4bbe900e712bcc187643.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_e63761ec1f074609bd22dc07dbe61b59.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_e63761ec1f074609bd22dc07dbe61b59.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_e63761ec1f074609bd22dc07dbe61b59.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_e63761ec1f074609bd22dc07dbe61b59.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_e63761ec1f074609bd22dc07dbe61b59.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_e63761ec1f074609bd22dc07dbe61b59.pdf
https://98d93733-6622-4983-9101-ad09719197d4.filesusr.com/ugd/49d2f4_e63761ec1f074609bd22dc07dbe61b59.pdf


LEARNING TIP: CVC words are words that follow the pattern consonant-vowel-
consonant, such as pet, cat, or map. Making and reading CVC words are the first
step in putting sounds together for beginning readers.

Let’s see if we can think of more family members that belong in each of the Word Family
Houses!
Revisit each of the houses again. Brainstorm with your child to see if they can think of any
other words that belong in each family (e.g., rat, fat; lad, bad; hit, pit; cop, bop). 
Provide your child with clues to help them think about words that sound the same (e.g.. “Can
you think of an animal that’s larger than a mouse and rhymes with cat?”).
Once they think of new words, have your child write the new words inside of each house. They
can write the whole word or you can have them write the first letter and you can fill in the
ending of the word (RAT). 
Feel free to do this activity at the same time as the word play activity, when you are first
visiting each house and reading the words.

Materials: White board or paper, dry erase marker or pencil

Activity: What’s the Word?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Prep Ahead: Select any letters or letter sounds that your child needs additional practice with.
Write them on an index card and hide them around the house or in the backyard. 
Go on a hunt for the letters/sounds and call them out when you find them. 
Engage more directly with the letters and sounds by calling for them while you hunt. Example:
“Here t-t-t-T. Oh, T! Come out, come out wherever you are T!”

Materials: Index cards/letter cards

Activity: Hide & Seek Letters
1.

2.
3.

Prep Ahead: Draw 4 houses on separate pieces of paper and hang them around the room.
Label the roof of each house with a different word family (-AT, -AD, -IT, -OP). Underneath
each roof, write three words that belong to that word family (i.e., cat, sat, hat; mad, had,
sad; fit, kit, sit; top, hop, pop). 
Explain to your child that some new families moved into the neighborhood! These are special
word families! Let’s go visit our new neighbors! 
Travel to the different houses. Knock on the doors if you like and work together to read and
blend the words inside each house. Ask, “What do you notice about all the words in this
house? What do they have in common?” Encourage them to notice that the words in each
house all end with the same two letters. This makes them sound the same when we read
them. 
As you leave each house, you can say “Nice to meet you “-AT” family! See you soon!” 
Once you visit each house, move right into the writing play activity. 
Adapt this for your child by writing the word family in a different color from the consonant
(e.g., HAT).

Materials: Paper or Who Lives Here? template, markers

Activity: Who Lives Here?
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
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LEARNING TIP: When making words, point to each letter and say the sound
smoothly, then swipe your finger under all the letters and say the word naturally.

Great job building words today! Let’s record at least 3 of the words in your Writing Codebook
to lock them in!  
Provide your child with their very own Writing Codebook. See the Language Arts Overview
Guide for details on what this looks like. 
Have your child review the list of words they built today and choose at least three of them to
write in their codebook. Add a heading to their list “-AT Family.” 
For extra investment, add a sticker next to each word to lock it in. 

Materials: Pencil, Writing Codebook

Activity: Codebook
1.

2.

3.

4.

Choose three letters of the alphabet that your child needs more practice with.
Write one letter on the bottom of each paper cup. Hide a token underneath one of the cups.
Move the cups around while your child watches. Invite your child to choose which cup is

Materials: 3 paper cups, small token

Activity: Carnival Cups
1.
2.
3.

       hiding the token by saying the letter name and the letter sound of the correct cup.
   4.Take turns hiding the token for each other. However, you can only “reveal” the token by   
       naming the letter and the letter sound.

Today we are heading to the construction site to build some words! Let’s gather our tools! 
Ask your child to retrieve the bricks (letter cards) they will need from the letter pile. Today
we will need letters A, B, C, F, H, M, P, R, S, T. 
We’ve got some special words we need to build today for the -AT family. Let’s get building! 
Share that all of the words will have three letters. Before beginning building, point to each
word and activate it to recall the sound that each letter makes. 
Work together to build the following words: BAT, CAT, FAT, HAT, MAT, PAT, RAT, SAT.
Demonstrate the first few for your child if needed (e.g., “The first word is BAT. What letter
do you think that starts with? /b-b-b/ bat.”)
Celebrate after each word is made. Place it in a dump truck and send it back to the pile.
Record the word on a piece of paper so your child can see which words they’ve made. 
Feel free to use hard hats, other tools, and construction vehicles for more fun. 

Materials: Index cards/Letter Cards, (Letters A, B, C, F, H, M, P, R, S, T), paper/pencil,
optional: construction vehicles

Activity: Building Words
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
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LEARNING TIP: If your child needs additional practice, activate specific letters
throughout the day. Use the activated letters as a precursor to a physical activity or
game (e.g., activated letters can “unlock” a basketball, toy, or the start of a race).

Prep Ahead: Write the following words on separate index cards using a highlighter. Scatter
around the house. (BAD, MAD, SAD, HAD, PAD, DAD, TAD)
A word family is lost! I need your help finding all the family members! Once you find a word,
use a pencil or marker to trace over the letters so it doesn’t get lost again! 
Invite your child to hunt for the different words. Help them to read each word once it is found.
Allow them to decide if they want to find all the words first, and then trace each letter, or stop
after finding each word and trace over the letters right away. 
Once all letters are found, ask your child if they can tell what all these words have in common.
What word family do they belong to? (-AD)

Materials: 7 Index cards, highlighter, pencil/marker

Activity: Find the Family
1.

2.

3.

4.

Prep Ahead: Select 4-5 letters to review with your child. Create pairs of each letter so that
you have 8-10 cards total. Flip the cards facedown and move them around. Organize them into
a grid.
Let’s play Memory! We are trying to make letter matches! 
On your turn, flip over two cards. If the letters match, take the pair and go again. If not, flip
the cards facedown and play passes to the next person. The player with the most matches
wins!

Materials: 8-10 Index Cards

Activity: Memory
1.

2.
3.

Today we are off to the computer lab. We will need to push the buttons for each word to
turn them on and make each letter say its name. Let’s get our materials! 
Ask your child to gather the computer code letters from the letter card pile. Today we will
need the letters A, B, D, H, M, P, S. Bring them over to a flat surface to work. 
Make three small playdough balls and place them in front of your child. Explain that these
are the computer buttons that will activate the letter sounds in each word. When you press
the button the letter above it says its name. 
Working with one word at a time, place the corresponding letters above each playdough
button. Encourage your child to read the word by first pushing the button below each letter
as they make the letter sound (e.g., /S/, /A/, /D/ - SAD). Use the words BAD, MAD, SAD,
HAD, PAD, DAD. 
Great job computing the letter code! Incorporate a lab coat or computer noises each time a
button is pressed to make it more playful. 

Materials: Index cards/Letter Cards, (Letters A, B, D, H, M, P, S), playdough 

Activity: Turn On the Word
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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LEARNING TIP: When playing and talking with your child, ask them to clarify &
extend their thinking. This challenges them to use and practice more sophisticated
and specific vocabulary, which is an important element of developing robust
readers and writers!

Prep Ahead: Draw a simple house on a piece of paper. Put the word family -AP inside the
roof. Inside of the house, write the following 6 times: _AP. 
Ask your child what they noticed about all of the words used in our Jump-Slide-Jump game.
(They all end in -AP). Invite your child to fill in the word family house with the words that they
discovered during the game. 
Provide the letter cards as a reminder so they can build the word and then record the first
consonant inside of the Word Family House. 

Materials: Paper, pencil/marker

Activity: Word Family Writing
1.

2.

3.

Prep Ahead: Choose 3-5 letters your child is still practicing on various balloons.
Let’s play Keep It Up with our balloons! 
Choose one balloon at a time and work together to keep it up in the air as long as you can. 
Call out the letter or letter sound of the balloon every time you hit the balloon.
Swap out the letter balloons every time you can keep it up in the air for 5 touches in a row.

Materials: 3-5 balloons, marker

Activity: Letter Balloons
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Today’s game is called Jump-Slide-Jump. I’ll place letter cards down on the ground. When
you come to the first letter, jump and say the letter sound. Slide as you say the second letter
sound. Jump as you say the third letter sound. I’ll go first to demonstrate. 
Place the letter cards C, A, T on the ground about a foot apart from each other. Stand in
front of the letter C and jump while saying /c/. Slide over to the next letter as you say the
sound /a-a-a/. Jump to the next letter as you say the sound /t/. Model how to figure out the
word (e.g., “Hmm... /c/ /a-a-a/ /t/. The word is cat!”)
Set up the game with the first set of letter cards: CAP. Have the following letters ready, as
you will change out the first consonant after each round: L, M, T, R, S. The words to make
are CAP, LAP, MAP, TAP, RAP, SAP. 
Continue playing using different CVC words, if desired. 

Materials: Index cards/Letter Cards, (Letters A, C, L, M, P, T, R, S)

Activity: Jump-Slide-Jump
1.

2.

3.

4.
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LEARNING TIP: Pause during conversations with your child and wonder about the
sounds you hear in a word (e.g., “Do you want a banana with breakfast? Oooh...banana
and breakfast start with the same sound! Neat! Did you hear it? Let’s say it again...”).

Prep Ahead: Write the following question on your dry erase board or paper: “Do you wear a
bathing suit in winter?” Write the words YES and NO on index cards and tape to a wall nearby
for reference.
Read the question aloud with your child. Have them write the word ‘YES’ or ‘NO’ underneath
the question. Then, invite them to write their name next to their answer.

Materials: Paper/dry erase board/chalkboard, writing utensil

Activity: Question of the Day
1.

2.

Let’s play Sound Slap! I’m going to say three words that all have the same beginning sound.
Your job is to listen closely for the sound at the beginning of the three words and slap the
correct letter! Place the letter cards F, R, L, V in front of your child. 
Say the following words to your child. In the beginning, you may want to draw out the words a
bit to bring attention to the beginning sound. It may also be helpful to do a practice round to
demonstrate [e.g., pod, peg, pin (p)]. 

Materials: Index cards/letter cards (F, R, L, V)

Activity: Sound Slap
1.

2.

                        a. red, roll, rock (r)           b. van, very, vet (v)
                        c. fin, friend, fit (f)            c. lip, like, let (l)

Let’s head to the Letter Laboratory and make some words in the -UG family! I’ll give you the
instructions and ingredients. Let’s see what words we can create! 
Let’s gather our materials. The letter ingredients we need today are B, G, J, M, R, T, U. 

First, we need two letters to make the word family -UG. What letters should we use?
Support your child as they listen for and select letters U and G. 
Great! Let’s add a letter to -UG to find the name of a small insect. (BUG) 
Great! Swap out the ‘B’ and replace it with another letter to find the word of something
you put on the floor, similar to a carpet. (RUG)
Swap out the ‘R’ and replace it with a new letter to find the word that is a cup that you
use for hot cocoa or tea. (MUG)
Swap out the ‘M’ and replace it with a new letter to find a word that refers to something
that can carry water or milk. (JUG)
Last One! Replace the ‘J’ with a new letter to find a word for when you are pulling on
something very hard. (TUG).

Celebrate their success and see if they can think of any other words to make with -UG. 
Adapt this activity for your child by giving them the word (e.g., MUG, JUG, RUG) and asking
them to find the correct letter. Say, “Let’s make the word BUG. What letter would I need to
add to the -UG family? /b/, /b/, /b,/ BUG.”

Materials: Index cards/Letter Card, (Letters B, G, J, M, R, T, U) 

Activity: Making Words
1.

2.
a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

3.
4.
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SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS &  EVERYDAY 

ACT IV I T IES  -  WEEK  2
 

WHY DO YOU THINK THIS STORY IS

CALLED "THE POLAR BEAR SON?"

IN WHAT WAYS DID SHE TREAT THE

POLAR BEAR LIKE A SON?

TITLE: THE POLAR BEAR SON: AN INUIT

TALE

RETOLD & ILLUSTRATED BY: LYDIA

DABCOVICH 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

WHAT DID THE DIFFERENT ANIMALS

GIVE TO BABY KULU?

HOW WILL THESE GIFTS HELP KULU

AS SHE GETS OLDER?

TITLE: SWEETEST KULU

AUTHOR: CELINA KALLUK

ILLUSTRATOR: ALEXANDRIA NEONAKIS

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

 

EVERYDAY ACTIVIT IESREAD ALOUDS

BEFORE READING: WHAT DO YOU

THINK WILL FILL THE GIRL’S HEART

WITH HAPPINESS? 

WHAT FILLS YOUR HEART WITH

HAPPINESS? 

TITLE:  MY HEART FILLS WITH HAPPINESS

AUTHOR: MONIQUE GRAY SMITH

(LAKOTA) 

ILLUSTRATOR: JULIE FLETT 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

I  SPY A RHYME:

PLAY THE "I  SPY GAME" BUT LOOK

FOR THINGS THAT RHYME (E.G., “ I

SPY SOMETHING THAT RHYMES

WITH ‘FOX’.. .SOCKS!”).

IS THERE REALLY A “BLACK

SNAKE”? WHAT DO YOU THINK THIS

STANDS FOR? (A METAPHOR FOR

OIL PIPES AND OIL SPILLS IN

NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY). 

TITLE:  WE ARE WATER PROTECTORS

AUTHOR: CAROLE LINDSTROM

(OJIBWA) 

ILLUSTRATOR: MICHAELA GOADE 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

Thoughtful Play

WHAT WAS THE IMPORTANT

MESSAGE OF THIS STORY?

WHAT LESSON MIGHT HAVE CHUKFI

RABBIT LEARNED? 

TITLE: CHUKFI RABBIT’S BIG, BAD

BELLYACHE: A TRICKSTER TALE

(CHUKFI IS PRONOUNCED CHOOK-FEE) 

AUTHOR:TIM TINGLE (CHOCTAW) 

ILLUSTRATOR: STACEY SCHUETT 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

DAY 1

DAY2 

DAY3 

DAY4 

DAY5 

WRITE AWAY: 

OFFER PAPER AND PENCIL DURING

IMAGINATIVE PLAYTIME TO CREATE

NOTES AND MESSAGES FOR THE

PLAY.

SING-ALONG: 

SING SIMPLE RHYMING SONGS IN THE

CAR, CLEANING UP AFTER ACTIVITIES,

OR WHILE MAKING MEALS.

RHYME TIME: 

THE FIRST PLAYER CHOOSES A WORD

(SAT) AND THE NEXT PLAYER HAS TO

OFFER A RHYMING WORD (MAT). PLAY

ALTERNATES UNTIL NO MORE RHYMES

CAN BE FOUND. THEN CHOOSE A NEW

WORD.

TONGUE TWISTERS: 

CREATE TONGUE TWISTERS BY SAYING

SILLY SENTENCES THAT ALL START WITH

THE SAME BEGINNING SOUND. HAVE

YOUR CHILD WRITE THE FIRST LETTER OF

EACH WORD.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pv7zmKvGLTU&list=PLw5x2qR06f18OZ0Xpznvueo6b5rO6JZOz&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKAgPR-sGFI&list=PLw5x2qR06f18OZ0Xpznvueo6b5rO6JZOz&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBCNFMzvyl4&list=PLw5x2qR06f18OZ0Xpznvueo6b5rO6JZOz&index=15&t=33s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLSIj3Oefqk&list=PLw5x2qR06f18OZ0Xpznvueo6b5rO6JZOz&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sToeD6rjXVk&list=PLw5x2qR06f18OZ0Xpznvueo6b5rO6JZOz&index=17&t=550s

